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Subject: Conduct of session ending examination (offline mode)
Dear Parents,
Namaste!
We thank you for sharing your concerns with us and we are equally concerned about
the well-being of our students and will never do something that jeopardizes their health.
The examination will be conducted in Offline mode, taking all precautionary measures
as directed by the MHRD and the State Government.
The performance of your ward in this examination will give us an insight into the
learning that has taken place during the academic session 2020-21. It is extremely
important that, before moving on to the next class, the core concepts are crystal clear to
the students and they are ready to take on the further advanced concepts which will be
introduced in the following year. Moving on to the next class without a clear
understanding of the concepts taught in the present class will pose an extremely
difficult situation for the students.
Keeping the above in mind, the school has decided that, in case a student is unable to
secure passing marks in the Final Examination, he / she will be given more
opportunities to do the same. But it is compulsory for each student to at least score the
passing marks in the Final Examination/Re examination. Obtaining this minimum
percentage is not at all difficult for students who have been attending classes and
studying regularly on their own. Further, our educators are forever ready to offer any
help which your ward may require.
The above decision has been taken to ensure that the students have a strong base and are
armed with a required knowledge of the concepts taught in the present class. This will
facilitate their learning in the next class in a big way.
The school is doing all possible to ensure that the learning of the students continues in
the best possible manner, even in these difficult times.
We hope you will appreciate our thought process in the benefit of students and will
encourage your ward to study and perform well with his/her own comprehension in
offline mode of examination as per schedule already shared.
Looking forward for your continued support and cooperation.
Best regards
Team Ekayanaa

